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Preface

This effort is significant in light of the overall concern
by the FAA to improve the safety of landing aircraft. This pro-
gram, together with related contracts on lightweight, frangible
support structures should provide the FAA with the technology
to greatly diminish the risks to landing aircraft which present-
ly exist.

The Connecticut International Corporation acknowledges the
technical assistance of Messrs Bret Castle and Leon Reamer at
NAFEC in the performance of tests on this program.
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1. PURPOSE: The purpose of thi s contract was to des i gn, devel o p, 
and deliver a light weight, low impact, High Intensity Approach Light. 
The fixtures were designed to be pole mounted on 1" EMT and used on 
a st a ndard approach light system. The fixtures were to be designed to 
hav e a frangibility requirement that the assemblies would not penetrate 
the windshield of a CESSNA 172 when hurled perpendicular to the surface 
of t h e w i n d s h i e I d at s peed s up to 7 5 mph ( 1 2 0 Km I h r ) . I n s tea d , the u n i t 
would fracture. This requirement was imposed together with environ
mental conditions of -55°C to +55 9 C, up to 95 % humidity, Salt Spra y , 
Thermal Shock, and Jet Blasts of up to 350mph (560Km/hr). The total 
weight of the uni t with filter and lamp was to be less than 3 po und s 
(1.4 Kg.). Consideration of low manufacturing costs was a pr i mar y 
requ i remr~ n t. 

2. BACKGROUND: The s e fixtures were to be des i gned to fracture a nd 
absorb energ v upon impact to min i mize damage to both aircraft and occu
pants. To accomplish this there were two design concepts originally to 
be investigated. Concept 1 was to design a housing that would hold a 
PAR56 lamp with penetrators that would sense the impact of the aircraft 
on the Lamp Housing, and then fracture the lamp. Concept 2 was to de
sign a housing with a foam material for an ioner core with an outer sk i n 
that would protect it from the environment , in this concept the foam 
material was to absorb the impact of a collis i on and prevent the l amp 
from doing damage. Both concepts will be discussed ~ ith advantage s , 
disadvant a ges, and problems encountered with the design, which led to 
the final design of the approach light. The final configuration, wh i l e 
using the information resulting from the two contractually suggested 
requirements , was in fact a formulated plastic blend to simultaneous ly 
achieve the f r angibility, temperature, and jet blast requirements. 

3. CONCEPT 1 The penetrator approach was to construct a hous i ng 
of a I ight weight material which was to house a PAR 56 lamp . The 
housing was to have a simple leveling mechan i sm that would clamp t o 
1" EMT . The outside of the housing was to be smooth, whil e th e in si de 
o f the ho us i ng was to have grooves to add to the frangib i lity . Fo r 
this concept, a drop test was performed to see what e nergy lev e l was 
required to break a PAR 56 lamp so a penetrator and tr i gger mechan is m 
could be designed. This test was performed on standard lamps ~ nd o n 
lamps t hat had be en through an annealing p roce s s. See table 1 for 
resul t s. 



TABLE 1 
Energy req 'd to 

I "'mn Nn II "'mn n..c:.rrlotlon frac:ture I amo 

1 Annealed 184 ln-lbs ,(2.1 m-Kq) 

2 Ann~aled 144 ln-lbs.(1.65 m-Kg) 

3 Annealed 168 ln-lbs.(1.92 m-Kg) 

4 Not Annealed 320 I n-1 bs. (3 • 6 m- Kg) 

1;: Not Annealed 256 ln-1bs,(2.9 m-Kg) 

6 Not Annealed 242 ln-lbs (2.8 m-Kg) 

It can be noted from the table above that the annealed lamps offer an 
advantage of frangibility. Although the annealed lamps required less 
energy to break, the process of annealing adds the disadvantage of the 
lamps loosing Its ability to withstand thermal shock. Since these 
lamps were required to be exposed to an environment susceptible to ther
mal shock this portion of the design using the annealed PAR 56 lamp 
was discontinued and the deslgnproceededwith the standard PAR 56 
lamp. 

For the trigger mechanism to work, It would be necessary for the 
mechanism to sense the Impact, release the trigger, and fracture the lamp 
before the aircraft's windshield could be impacted sufficiently to cause 
damage. 

Assuming that such a sensing device could be mounted on the filter 
holder, or other similar arrangement, we can calculate the time available 
for the trigger. Using the classical formula 

s•Vt (acceleration assumed to be 0) 

we can find t for say a sensor located 3" in front of the lamp. 

- 111 t• _s__ - --'-- • 
V 75mph 

2.2]ms. 

Therefore, all of the above actions required of the trigger mechanism 
i.e. accelerometer or other sensor response, release time of actuator 
and time for the actuator to move from Its rest position to the lamp, 
and lamp fracture time must take place within the 2.27 ms time area. 

Studies were made to determine the practicality of the above, and it 
was concluded that It was not practical to design a high speed trigger 
mechanism which would react In time while not adding to the safety hazard 
at impact, and Itself being Impervious to accidental triggering In service or 
during normal r Iamping. Therefore, the penetrator approach was dlscaroed . 
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l,. Concept 2: In this approach the housing material was to 
ha·ve a foam inner core with a hard outer skin, with the housing prot
ruding in front of the lamp. This material was to absorb the impact 
before the lamp came in contact with the airplane. 

A further extension of this concept, which became the final 
design, was to have a material which in itself was frangible and 
would fracture on impact. Due to the v~rying angles of impact, 
it was determined to be impractical to design the geometry of , 
the holder to impart a vector of energy to the lamp tangential .t 

to impact, thus "avoiding" the lamp-windshield collision. The 
limit of frangibility, therefore, was determined to be that of 
the bare lamp. Tests showed these would break the windshield of 
a Cessna 172 at approximately 40mph (65 Km/hr.). 

A chemical/plastics consulting firm, Debell & Richardson, 
Inc. of Enfield, Conn., was engaged as a subcontractor to develop 
a suitable material. Their efforts resulted in two protot' ' pe con
cepts, one using urethene foam material and one with a uniform hom
ogeneous mixture of polyester material. It was recommended by the 
subcontractor not to use the urethene foam material because of its 
higher production cost over the polyester material. 

The above investigation resulted in the design as shown in 
figure 1. 

This concept was the~ followed into the purchase of tooling and 
building of seve·ral prototypes to figure 1. These prototypes were 
tested at NAFEC to evaluate its frangibility on impact required by the 
contract. 

The results of the test did not meet the requirements of the con
tract which were that the complete assembly was not to penetrate the 
windshield of a "Cessna 172" at a velocity of 75mph (120Km/hr.). 

The highest velocity at which the housing and lamp did not 
.penetrate the windshield was recorded at 42mph (68Km/hr.) which 

is an improvement over the present aluminum de s i gn which penetrat ed 
the w i n d s h i e 1 d a t 25m ph ( 4 0 Km I h r . ) . At t h i s p o i n t of the p r o gram , 
the impact test was evaluated by both FAA and Se pco oe rsonnel. 
Doubts were · expressed that any practical unit u s ing a PAR 56 lamp 
would be capable of meeting the 75mph (120Km/hr.) impact require
ment. The re s ults were th e following and would be added to a new 
design. 

3 
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1. redesign to a stream line shape and redu~e the weight 

2. weight of unit without filter to be 2.75 lbs. (1.25 Kg.) 

3. weight of unit with filter to be 3.0 lbs. (1.36 Kg.) 

4. drop test to evaluate frangibility 

5. Perform environmental and photometries testing per 
contract. 

With this redesign (see figure 2) of making the housing smaller 
and more streamlined a new problem developed. heat was being trapped 
on the inside of the housing and was causing the polyester material 
used in the previous design to over heat. A new material now had to 
be developed and the result was a high temperature Epoxy. 

With the new design the environmental tests were performed at an 
independent lab. with the photometries and drop tests performed at 
Sepco. There were no problems encountered during these tests. 

The jet blast test was conducted at ·NAFEC with one unit. 
It showed a failure at 280mph (450Km/hr.) of jet blast. · The 
failure occurred on the 111 EMT adapter. With this failure, 
Sepco designed an aluminum adapter to use as a substitute for 
the plastic adapter. The testing of the aluminum adapter 
for jet blast wouid have caused a significant contract time 
delay so it was decided Sepco would send (6) six additional 
light assemblies at no extra cost for the FAA evaluation. 
Analysis indicated that the aluminum would be satisfactory 
for the i~tended purpose. 

5 
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5. RESULTS: Even though the original frangibility 3nd jet blast require
ments were not met, the results of this program has produced a low impact 
resistant PAR 56 lampholder, and if impacted by a low approaching aircraft, 
this lampholder will reduce the damage to the aircraft over the existing 
aluminum lampholder. The housing developed in this contract not only will 
fracture upon impact but the entire lampholder has less mass and smaller 
profile dimensions when assembled compared to the present housing, which 
will prove helpful in mounting on frangible towers by reducing damage to 
an aircraft upon impact and by reducing wind loading on the towers. 

In reducing the weight of housing and keeping the mass to a minimum, 
it was helpful to use 1/8 inch thick heat resistant glass for coloring 
the main beam, over the present filter similar to FAA drawing A-4885-1. 
Also helpful was using two insulated female slip-on terminals that were 
rated for 20 ampere service over the existing lamp connector that is 
similar to the FAA C-5407-1. 

The Frangible Approach Light developed on this contract had passed 
all the environmental requirements as noted in Exhibit A of this contract, 
but with the frangibility requirements also integrated into the design, it 
cannot be expected that these lampholders will withstand the environment 
of the existing aluminum housing which were designed to withstand extreme 
abusement. 

In developing of the plastic housing with a 500 watt lamp installed, 
extreme heat was noted, with the highest temperatures at the top of the 
housing under the lamp seat. The temperature measured at this point was 
302°F (150°C) rise above ambient. In future designs it would be helpful 
to decrease this heat by adding ribs or venting to the housing to decrease 
the heat inside. 

Below is the drawing list for all parts used to produce this Frangible 
Approach Light. 

Drawing Number 

40739 
40740 
40741 
40742 
40743 
40744 
40745 
40750 
407 ~ 1 

"40759 
40760 
40761 
40798 
40646 
40608 

7 

Description 

Housing 
Elevated Approach Light Assembly 
Ring 
Adapter - Aluminum 
Nut 
Ring & Filter 
Filter Holder 
Lead Assembly 
Ring Assembly 
Filter Retainer Ring 
Filter 
Bracket 
Adapter Plastic 
Catch, pull down 
Strike 



6. RECOMMENDATIONS: The existing prototype design could 
be improved in future de1elopment by keeping in mind the foll ow
ing : 

A. Some plastic material other than this epoxy should 
be use d for the housing to reduce production costs. 
A material such as a high temperature phenolic can 
be compounded to achieve the required performance 
properties which would be faster and more effective 
for large procuremen t production . By prope r ly 
specifying the frangibility, weight, te mperature, 
performance, resistance to ultraviolet effects and 
other environmental requirements, but no t specifying 
the material, a less expensive light can be pro
vided. 

B. A I ight weight color fi 1 ter should be used. The 
present Stannard filter is exces~ive in weight. 

C. Due to relatively high temperatures ins i de the 
lampholder it is recommended that electrical 
accessories not be mounted inside the lamp housing. 

D. It is recommended that a vent i ng system be c on
sider ed in future design s . 

E. Connector, terminals and associated hardware 
should be as light weight as possible. Aluminu m 
fittings should be of the light section die- c ast 
type. 

8 
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1. Objectives

The following test was run for qualification of a
frangible approach light to meet exhibit "A" of the FAA
Contract DOT FA-75WA-3610 and modifications to this contract.
The test was run to the Test Procedure Document #7511 Rev. C.

-1i-



2. Procedure

This test procedure is comprised of five areas of testing
which are:

Para. 3. Photometric Test

Para. 4. Environmental Test

Para. 5. Frangibility Test

Para. 6. Jet Blast Test

Para. 7. Size & Weight Test

-2-



3. Photometric Test

This test was conducted at Connecticut International

Corporation with the following equipment:

(a) Radiometer Detector Head Model 580-20A

(b) Radiometer Indicator Unit Model 580-IA

(c) Strip Chart Leeds & Northrup, Speed-O-Max 1

(d) Aimeter Weston

(e) Gonimeter

3.1 This test was conducted in accordance with Document 7511
Rev. C, Para. 3.1. and meets requirements of exhibit "A"
of the FAA contract.

3.2 For candle power distribution, see Figures 1 for clear
light, Figure 2 for red light and Figure 3 for green light.

3.3 For peak intensities measured, see Figure 4.
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20A 
% Of Full 
Intensity lOOYi 
Intensity 
(Uin.) 27.200 cd 

Heasured 
Intensity 27,200 cd 

20.i\ 

~ Of Full 
Intensitv 100 ~ 

Intensity 
1:·1in.) 12.750 cd 
Heasured 
Intensity 12,750 cd 

20A 
~ Of Full 

~n.t_~_nsitv 100% 
Intensity 

5450 cd (Hin.) 
I-leasured 
Intensitv 5450 cd 

300 1-lATTS CLEAR 
27,200 Cd Full Intensity 

Al-11-lETER READINGS 

15.3A 12.11\ 9.9A 

20% 4% .8% 

5440 cd 1088 cd 217 cd 

6440 cd 1600 cd 290 cd 

500 WATTS GREEN 
12,750 Cd Full Intensity 

AJ.fMETER RI:l\DINGS 

15.31\ 12.11\ 9.9A 

20!1; 4% .8% 

2550 cd 510 cd 102 

2700 cd 515 cd ll3 

500 WATTS RED 
5450 Cd Full Intensity 

A11HETER READINGS 

15.31\ 12.1A 9.9A 

20% 4~ • 8!1; 

1090 cd 210 cd 44 

1340 cd 334 cC: 80 

cd 

cd 

cd 

cd 

t of Full Intensity is from Contract Exhibit "A" 
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8.3A 

.16 n 
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' 
43 cd 

60 cd 

8.3A I 

.16% 

20.4 cd i 

I 23 cd 
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I .16% I 
I cd I 9 

I 

I I 
21 cd 1 



4. Lnvironmental Test 

This portion of testing was donP at an independent lab, 
"York Research Corp." For docwnent test report from "York 
Research Corp." , see Appendix A. 

~.1 The Humidity ~est was run in accordunce with test 
proc.~dure 7511 Rev. c., Para. 3.4. There was no evidence 
of corrosion or exterior deterioration and no proble~s were 
encountered when illuminating the lamp. 

4.2 The Salt Spray Test \'las performed in accordance Hith the 
Document 7511 Rev. c, para. 3.7. Assemblies tested showed no 
evidence of corrosion or exterior deterioration und no problems 
were encountered when illuminating ·the lamp. 

4.3 The Thermal Shock Test \'las run to Document 7511 Rev. c., 
para. 3.6. There was no evidence of any physical damage as a 
result of the Thermal Shock Test. 

4.4 The Corrosion Test was conducted to Document 7511, Rev. c., 
para. 3.8. A visuul inspection of the assemblies after hm~idity 
and salt spray testing showed there was no evidence of corrosion 
or ~alfunction of any mechanical parts. 

4. 5 The High Temperature Test was performed in accordance \·lith 
Document 7511 Rev. c, Para. 3.3.1. The assemblies functioned 
normally during the test. There was no evidence of de
terioration or malfunction as a result of high temperature 
test. 

4.G The Lou Temperature Test was conducted in accordance 
\'lith Document 7511 Rev. c, para. 3.3.2. The assemblies 
functioned normally during the test. There was no evidence 
of deterioration or malfunction as a result of low temperature 
test. 

- 8 -



5. Frangibility Test 

This test was conducted at Connecticut International 
Corporation in accordance with Document 7511 Rev. C, para. 
3.2. The three housin~were first dropped from a height of 
12 inches (30 em ) and no fractures noted. Then dropped 
from a height of 36 inches (90 em) all three had started 
to fracture. Two pieces had fracture Jines 1-2 inches 
(2 . 5- 5 em) long and one piece had a fracture line approxi
mately 6 inches (15 em) long . 

9 



6. Jet Blast Test

This test was conducted at NAFEC with one unit of
Class I (unit with no filter), and was run with the lamp
facing away from the jet blast, also mounted on I" EMT.
This test showed the adapter fractured at a point even
with the top of the I" EMT at a wind velocity of 280
M.P.H. (450 Km/hr) the failure was noted by FAA and
Connecticut International Corp., and it was agreed to
continue contract.

10



7. Size and Weight

This portion of the testing was done at Connecticut
International Corporation in accordance with Document 7511
Rev. C, Para. 3.9.

Profile height of assembly measured to be 7-1/2
inches, (19 cm.) well below the 10 inch (25 cm) maximum height.

The weight if P/N 40740-C assembly with no filter weighed
2 lbs. 9 oz. (1.15 Kg.) complete which is below 2 lbs. 12 oz.
(1.25 Kg.) maximum allowable weight.

The weight of P/N 40740-R or 40740-G assembly with
colored filter weighed 3 lbs.(1.35 Kg.) complete which is
even with maximum allowable weight.

11



APPENDIX "A"

YORK RESEARCH, INCORPORATED

TEST REPORT



TEST REPORT NO. 6-2218-OOA

DATE August 24, 1976

REPORT OF TEST

FRANGIBLE APPROACH LIGHT

for

SEPCO DIVISION
CONNECTICUT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION
ONE RESEARCH DRIVE

STAMFORD. CONN. 00904

QUATLE

PREPARED CHECKED APPROVED

By B.J.Corcoran H.T.Dennis G.T.Ciccone

-oIG/NED H. - ' - -I
DAW-
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Administrative Data

1.0 Purpose of Test: To subject the submitted Frangible Approach Lights
to Environmental testing in accordance with the
test procedures of this report.

2.0 Manufacturer: Connecticut International Corporation
Sepco Division
Windsor Locks, Connecticut 06096

3.0 Manufacturer's Type or Model No.: P/N 40740
P/N 407 40-R

4.0 Drawing, Specification or Exhibit PUrchase Order No. 40435
C.I.C.Document No. 7511, Rev. B

5.0 Quantity of Items Tested: Two (2)

6.0 Security Classification of Items: Unclassified

7.0 Date Test Completed: August 18, 1976

8.0 Test Conducted By: YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION

9.0 Disposition of Specimens: Returned to Client

10.0 Abstract: The Frangible Approach Lights completed the Environmental
testing with the results as detailed in the Results
Section of this report.

DATE August 24, 1976 A ,
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HUMIDITY TFST

Test Procedure

The Frangible Approach Lights were placed in the Humidity
chamber in a manner simulating installed conditions. The
test chamber was vented to the atmosphere to prevent
pressure build-up. Prior to the start of the test the
chamber temperature was between 680 and 100°F with un-
controlled humidity. The air velocity throughout the
test area was less than 150 feet per minute.

Step 1 - The chamber temperature was gradually increased
to 71°C and the relative humidity to 95% over a
period of two (2) hours.

Stpe 2 - The conditions of 71°C and 95% relative
humidity were then maintained for an addition-
al six (6) hours.

Step 3 - The chamber temperature was then reduced over a
sixteen (16) hour period to 28' ± 10'C while
maintaining a relative humidity of 95% or
greater.

Step 4 - Steps 1, 2 and 3 were repeated nine (9) times
for a total of ten (10) cycles.

Step 5 - The test items were then removed from the
chamber and operated at a test current of
20 amps and visually inspected.

Test Results

There was no evidence of any physical/mechanical damage as a
result of the Humidity test. Both lamps operated satisfact-
orily at a current of 20 amps.

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION STAMFORD. CONNcEMCUT J
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SALT SPRAY TEST

Test Procedure

The Frangible Approach Lights were tested in accordance with
Federal Test Method 151, Method 811, for a time period of
twenty-four (24) hours. The male end of the power cord was
covered during this test.

The test items were suspended by nylon cord inside the Salt
Spray chamber in their normal operating position. The
chamber was then sealed and the chamber temperature in-
creased to, and maintained at, +95'F for a period of twenty-
four (24) hours. During the twenty-four (24) hour period,
the units were subjected to the specified Salt Spray Fog.

The Salt Spray Fog was produced using a 5% solution prepared
by dissolving five (5) parts by weight of sodium chloride in
ninety-five (95) parts by weight of distilled water.

The sodium chloride contained on the dry basis, not more
than 0.1% of sodium iodide and not more than 0.2% of total
impurities. The solution was adjusted to and maintained at
a specific gravity between 1.026 and 1.041 and at a pH value
between 6.5 and 7.2 when measured at a temperature of +95*r.

Following the twenty-four (24) hour exposure period the test
units were removed from the chamber. The exterior surfaces
were wiped to remove excess moisture.

Test Results

There was no evidence of corrosion or exterior deterioration.
The Post-Salt Spray Electrical test was satisfactory when a
test current of 20 amps was applied to each of the test items.

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION srAmPOpD, CONNEcncuT
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THERMAL SHOCK TEST

Test Procedure

The Approach Light Assemblies were energized at a test
current of 20 amps for a time period of 60 ± 10 minutes.

At the completion of the one (1) hour period, V°C water
was sprayed on the surface of the lamp housing for a time
period of two (2) minutes. The diameter of the spray
measured at the surface of the test item, was twelve (12)
inches when applied from three (3) feet above the test
item. The rate of flow was equal to 5" ± 1" per hour.
Both assemblies were subjected to the above conditions.

Test Results

There was no evidence of any physical damage as a result
of the Thermal Shock test.

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION SrAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
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CORROSION

A visual inspection was made of both assemblies after the
Humidity and after the Salt Spray tests. There was no
evidence of corrosion or malfunction of any mechanical
part.

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION TAMFORD. CONNEiCUA-7 TCIr
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HIGH TEMPERATURE TEST

Test Procedure

The High Temperature test was conducted in accordance with
Paragraph 3.3.1 of Document No. 7511.

The Approach Light assemblies were placed in the test
chamber, connected through a port to the test equipment
outside the chamber, and the chamber temperature was in-
creased to 55'C (131°F). The chamber temperature was
maintained at 55°C for one (1) hour and the relative
humidity was less than 15%. While the chamber temperature
was at 55°C, the lamp assemblies were energized for one (1)
hour at a test current of 20 amps.

The lamp assembl-i, were visually inspected at the completion
of the test for leterioration and malfunction.

Test Results

The assemblies functioned normally during the test. There
was no evidence of deterioration or malfunctions as a result
of the High Temperature test.

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION STrAMFORD, CONNECnCUT
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LOW TEMPERATURE TEST

Test Procedure

The Low Temperature test was conducted in accordance with
Paragraph 3.3.2 of Document No. 7511.

The Approach Light assenblies were placed in the test chamber,
connected through a port to the test equipment outside the
chamber, and the chamber temperature was then decreased to
-55°C (-67°F) and maintained for one (1) hour. While at
-55'C, the lamp assemblies were energized for one (1) hour
at a test current of 20 amps.

The lamp assemblies were visually inspected at the completion
of the Low Temperature test for deterioration and malfunctions.

Test Results

The assemblies functioned normally during the test. There
was no evidence of deterioration or malfunctions as a result
of the Low Temperature test.

YORK RESEARCH CORPORATION IAMFORD. CONNECTCUT
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